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The ceramicist

With all things handcrafted popular in interiors, a pottery studio filled with sculptural ceramic pieces is the ideal setting to explore the beauty of crackle-glaze effect wallpapers and fabrics with painterly lines.

Fabrica. The wallpaper in O1 (foreground) and O1 (background), £171.94, Osborne & Little. Somersby sofa in loose cover, from £4,562, George Smith. Covered in Futeria in Taupe. Frame in O1 (foreground). Flowers in O1 (background). Collozo Zazoo. Cushion in Cane et... Chintz in White/Green, cotton mix, £110m, Rubelli. #0792 cast iron shaving system, £1,500.

Pottery wheel: supplied with the making Turning Earth studio.

Ceramics, by Daniel Reynolds